
Leica DISTOTM

D5 & D8 Training



This is a 

Step-By-Step Guided Tour

of the most important functions

Take out your Leica DISTOTM D5 or D8
follow the instructions…and

Let's start!



Turn it On!



The New Display, Full Color and Lots of Information

Actual measurement 
or result.

There are different sections which show different things:

Currently 
selected function

is always in the top 
left corner

Additional functions 
available by pressing 
function button again

3 lines of history, partial 
results, or next measurement 

to be takenIf this corner has a red 
triangle in it, this means 
there is a second page 

of information available.  



D5/D8 Digital Point Finder with 1x, 2x, 4x Zoom

Zoom 
Factor

Distance

Angle



Every professional who makes any 
measurements outside has a 
huge benefit!

Who needs a digital point finder?



Digital Point Finder        Operational Details

The display screen will self adjust for light levels but you can also press           
and           to manually adjust the screen brightness indoors or outdoors.
Point finder can be used in any measurement mode to target objects
Press        again to toggle through zoom levels and return to 1x zoom.
The crosshair in the display shows the target and the DISTO™ will measure 
exactly in the middle of the crosshair.    If the red laser dot is invisible to the 
human eye, the DISTO™D5/D8 can recognize the laser waves and measure the 
distance.
Aim the crosshair on the object you want to measure and press   . 
The measured distance is displayed on the bottom line of the screen. 
To switch point finder off, press 

Digital point finder at short distances
The point finder and laser may not align perfectly at distances less than 45 
feet due to a slight Parallax error.  In this case you should rely on the 
actual laser point for your measurement.



D5/D8 Area and Volume Calculations
Calculate area, volume, wall space, perimeter.

1. Press       to measure length

2. Then aim and press       to measure 
width 

3. DISTO D5/D8 calculates the area

Extra Feature:  Upon completion of area or volume calculation, press and 
hold the area/volume button and the DISTO will calculate the perimeter in 
the area mode and the perimeter, wall area, and floor/ceiling area in volume 
mode

1. Press       to measure length

2. Then aim and press       to measure 
width

3. Lastly, press        and measure the 
height. It’s important to always 
measure height last!

4. DISTO D5/D8 calculates the volume



Press the         button to capture the three measurement as 
indicated above.  The result at the bottom of the screen is the 
rafter length.  Then press hold the          button until you hear a 
beep.  The second screen will display additional information 
including roof slope and the area of the measured trapezoid.

D5/D8 Trapezoid Calculations, Method 1
Calculate the area, roof slope, and 
rafter length with three measurements

1

2

3
Press 

1X



1 2
α

D5/D8 Trapezoid Calculations,  Method 2
Calculate the area, roof slope, and 
rafter length with just 2 measurements

As this measurement is indirect, it is not as accurate as the 1st Trapezoid 
function.  The D5 tilt sensor only measures up to +/-45° so can not be used 
for steep roofs or high angles!

Press the        button to capture the two measurement as 
indicated above.  DISTO will result the rafter length in the 
bottom of the display. Then press hold the           button until 
you hear a beep.  The second screen will display additional 
information including roof slope and the area of the measured 
trapezoid.

Press 

2X


